Potential Human Adaptation Mutation of Influenza A(H5N1) Virus, Canada

Technical Appendix Figure. G225R, a new HA receptor binding pocket mutation in A/Alberta/01/2014(H5N1) is predicted by A) computational structural modeling that will B) alter specificity toward a relative increase in human receptor binding. A) Modeled hemagglutinin complex with the avian-like receptor that is based on PDB:3zp0 on the left and the human-like receptor based on PDB:3zp1 on the right side. G225R facilitates creation of new hydrogen bonds to the opposite disulfide-bridge stabilized scaffold (≈S137), thereby slightly moving the 225 loop holding critical residue Q226, which is in direct contact with the ligand and appears slightly altered in the model of the complex with the human-like ligand. This provides a hypothetical mechanism for the binding changes. Colors indicate properties as follows: green: Wildtype G225; red: Mutant 225R; magenta: Receptor analog; yellow: H-bonds. B) Predicted tendencies of receptor preference changes on the left; positive values indicate increased
preference for human and negative values for avian receptors, respectively. Exact values may not be accurate but qualitative tendencies have been shown to be reproducible compared to experiments. The method was also applied to several binding pocket mutations with known effect reported in the literature and the predictions match the experimental observations summarized on the right side.
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